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1. INTRODUCTION

The Japanese Cloud and Climate Study (JACCS) program is a Japanese research
effort focusing on the problems associated with issues related to 

-cloud-radiation

interactions. It is one of ten-year long (FYl99l-2000) climate research programs
sponsored by the Japanese Science and Technology Agency. Major scientific objectives
of.the JACCS program are to (l) advance ourunderstanding of the relationship between
micro-physical properties, the macro-physical structures and the radiative properties of
various mid-latitude clouds; (2) develop advanced uses of satellite data in the cloud-
climate study; and (3) develop better parameterization of radiation and cloud processes
used in GCMs. About 40 researchers are involved in the JACCS program moltly from
the Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) and from three other national institules.

The JACCSA4RI program includes such research activities as field experiment
on cloud-radiation processes, satellite data analyses, and numerical modeling of
radiation and cloud processes. Two types of field experiment are being conducted for
various mid-latitude clouds around Japan; one involves ground-based observations of
high-level ice clouds (no direct aircraft measurements available) associated with fronts
in spring to early summer seasons. The other is aircraft observations for stratiform
water and mixed-phase clouds in winter seasons. Here, we will focus our discussion on
the cloud-radiation observing system and some preliminary results obtained through the
field campaigns held in the JACCSA4RI program.

2. GROUND-BASED CIRRUS OBSERVING SYSTEM

The main purpose of the ground-based cirrus experiment is to obtain
simultaneous observational data on cloud-microphysical and radiative properties, and to
study the relationship between them for ice clouds associated with mid-latitude fronts.
We have organized a synthetic ground-based observing system at MRI, Tsukuba
(36.0N, l40.lE), Japan. The system involves the combined sonde (cloud-particle-video-
sonde + radiation-sonde) systeffi, & cloud-lidar, a Doppler radar, a windprofiler, a
microwave radiometer, and various types of spectro-radiometers as well as several
conventional pyranometers and pyrgeometers.

We can obtain various information on the cloud structures and radiative
properties such as cloud-height and thickness measured by the cloud lidar, spectral solar
and infra-red (IR) zenith radiance by the spectro-radiometers, and the sblar and IR
fluxes at the surface. In addition, cimrs optical thickness in the solar spectral region can
be obtained from sunphotometery (Shiobara and Asano, JAM,33,672, 1994; Shiobara
et al., JAM,35,36, 1996). The FT-IR spectral data can be used to infer IR optical
thickness and effective ice-particle sizes. The cloud-microphysical properties can be
measured by using Cloud-Particle-Video-Sonde (CPVS), that is a modified version of
the MRI Hydrometeor-Video-Sonde (Murakami and Matsuo, JAOT,7,613,1990) and
improved to get a higher resolution and a larger sampling volume in tenuous ice clouds.
We can measure vertical distributions of the solar and IR radiative fluxes as well as air-
temperature and humidity by using radiation-sonde newly developed at MRI. A
combined-sonde observing system has been developed by connecting a radiation-sonde
and a CPVS in series to a balloon in order to simultaneously measure the
microphysical, thermodynamic and radiative properties of ice 

-clouds. 
These
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observational data, along with concurrent NOAA polar-orbit satellite data, are being
analyzed to study ice cloud-radiation interactions.

3. RESULTS FROM THE GROUND.BASED OBSERVATION

Intensive grgqqd-based observations are being carried out during April through
June in 1995 to 1998 for mid-latitude frontal ice-clouds. We have obtained seveial
observational data sets of good quality for frontal cirrostratus cases. Here, we will show
some preliminary results obtained from the combined-sonde launched to the cirrostratus
cloud observed on 7 May 1996. Figure I shows the vertical profiles of the air
temperature and humidity as well as wind, measured by a rawinsonde built in the
radiation-sonde. The cirrostratus cloud was associated with a warm front of a weak
cyclone, and it extended from about 6km up to I l.5km (tropopouse) at that time. The
cloud-basg _lpjght at I0:43JST of the sonde launching was also detected to be 5.9km by
the cloud lidar. Figure 2 shows an example of ice-crystal images taken by thb
microscopic camera of the accompanied CPVS at altitude of 6.lkm (-18"C) near the
c_loud-base. By analyzing these image data we can evaluate microphysical properties of
the cirrostratus cloud. Foe example, Figure 3 shows the vertical profiles of ice-water-
content and ice-crystal concentration. The integrated ice-water-path was estimated to be
27 glmz for the sonde path. We have also evaluated the ice- crystal size distributions and
the altitude (temperature) distribution of the relative abundance ratios of different
crystal habits in the cirrostratus cloud. Solid columnar and bullet-like crystals and their
rosette crystals were dominant in the upper part of the cloud layer with lower
temperatures. On the other hand, the abundance of plate crystals increased in the lower
part with temperatures warmer than -35'C.

The corresponding profiles of the downward and upward fluxes of the shortwave
and longwave radiation are shown in the top and bottom panels of Figure 4,
respectively. The solar reflectance and transmittance were estimated to be 0.27fl.02
and 0.62t0.02, respectively, for the cirrostratus layer at the solar zenith angle about 20".
On the other-hand, the IR effective emittance was estimated to be 0.85t0.05. Further,
the solar and IR radiative heating rates were evaluated by smoothing the net flux
profiles drawn in Fig. 4. The cloud layer was strongly heated by absorptibn of the solar
radiation. The cloud-bottom layer was also heated by absorption olthe IR radiation
from the surface, however, the cloud-top layer was cooled by emission of IR radiation
to space.

4, AIRCRAFT OBSERVATION

Simultaneous and collocated observations of clouds and radiation are planned by
gliqg multiple aircraft for stratiform low-level clouds around Japan Islands during
FYI995-FY1997. Synchronized flight by two aircraft is our essential strategy foi
examining radiation budget of cloud layers. For radiation remote-sensing measurement,
we use a Cessna 404 Titan aircraft equipped with a dual-channel microwave
radiometer, an FT-IR spectrometer, and a multichannel-cloud-pyranometer (MCP)
system developed by Asano et al.(JOAT,12,479, 1995) as well as conventional flux
radiometers. For in-situ cloud measurements, on the other hand, we employ a
Beechcraft 8200 Super King Air equipped with various instruments such as a vid-eo-
microscope system for sizing cloud droplets developed at MRI (Tanaka et al., Atm.
Res., 24,71, 1989), a set of PMS FSSP and 2D-C probe, a Gerber's microphysics
probe, a wind probe, a Lyman-a hygrometer, as well as a set of flux radiometers. ttre
aircraft platforms are available from a commercial air service company. We have cross-
checked th." performancgs of these instruments through thb preliminary field
exqeriment in J*uqry 1926 for wintertime stratocumulus clouds over the Sea of Japan,
and confirmed _g!od performance of the JACCS Airborne Cloud-Radiation Observing
System (ACROS). For example, Figure 5 compares the cloud liquid water pathi
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measured by the microwave radiometer with those evaluated with the cloud optical
thickness and effective cloud particle radii retrieved from spectral solar reflectances
measured by the MCP system (Asano et al., 1A5,52,3556, 1995). The cloud
microphysical properties measured by different probes were coincident within accuracy
of each instrument. Intensive field campaigns are scheduled in Januarys of t997 and
1998 for wintertime stratocumulus clouds over the sea around the South-West Islands
area.

5. CONCLI]DING REMARILS

In the JACCSA4RI program, we are operating two types of field experiments of
the ground-based ice-cloud observations and aircraft water cloud observations during
FYl995 through FYl997. Here, the outline and the state of the art of the JACCS field
observing systems are reported. Several unique instruments have been developed at
MRI in the JACCS program. For example, the newly developed sonde system has
proved to be very effective for simultaneous measurements of detailed vertical
distributions of the cloud microphysical properties and radiation.fluxes for high-level
ice clouds. On the other hand, the sonde observations involve some serious limitations
or shortages such as poor representativeness for horizontally inhomogeneous clouds. A
combination of aircraft measurement and sonde observation will be a useful and
potential way to investigate highly inhomogeneous clouds.

The observational data obtained through the JACCS field experiment for
midlatitude clouds will be valuable for the study of cloud-radiation interaction
processes. Specific researches using these data will yield interesting and fruitful results.

Acl<nowledgments. JACCS is supported by the Science and Technology Agency of
Japanese Government. Thanks are due to Dr. M. Shiobara for his great effort in
building ACROS and to my many colleagues for their cooperation and contributions to
the JACCS field experiment. The sonde observation is kindly assisted by the JMA
TATENO Aerological Observatory, Tsukuba. The aircraft observation is assisted by
Nakanihon Air Service Co. (Nagoya). The JACCS WWW home-page is located at the
following URL : http ://www. mri-j ma. go jp/Proj/JACC S/j accs. html.
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CLOUD.RADIATION STUDY IN THE JACCS/MRI PROGRAM*

Shoj iAsano

Meteorological Research Inst i tute
Tsukuba, lbaraki 305 Japan

CONTENTS:

1. JACCS(Japanese Cloud-Cl imate Study) Program

2. JACCS Field Exper iment

1 )  Ground-based lce-Cloud Observat ion

2) Aircraft Water (Mixed-phase) Cloud Observation

* http ://www. m ri-j m a. g o.j p/P roj/JAC C S/j a ccs. htm I

JAPANESE CLOUD-CLIMATE STUDY*
(FY1ee1 -  FY2000)

a) Advance our understanding of the cloud-radiation

interaction processes,

b) . Advance our understandirrg of the physical/

c lynarnical  processes oI  c louds and large-scale

cloud systerns,

c) lmprove the currerrtly used remote sensing

rnetlrocls lo relrieve cloucl arrd racliation parameters

frorn space and thc ground,

c) lrrrprove the pararneterizations of cloud and

radiat ion proccsses used in c l i rnate lnodels.

* Sponsored by the Scielrce and Technology Agency

of the Japanese Government
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.TACCS] (.IApanese Cloud-Climate Studies) : The MRI Program FY1991 - FY2000)
(* Sponsored b.r ' the Science and TechnologS'Agenc5,)
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'  Aircrsft Obscrrrtion of Lor' end Middle-levcl Clouds . Ground.bascd Obsenations of Ice Clouds

Improvement and \ ;a l idat ion of  Global  Cl imate Models

Development of A Global Warming Prediction Model
which Properly Incorporates Cloud-Radiation Effects.

Satell ite Data Analvsis and
CIoud Climatology

. Cloud parameter retrievals

. Radiation budget anal_vsis

. Cloud Classification and

Distributions
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE GROUND_BASED CIRRUS OBSERVATION

iruSTnUMeNTS

[SondeJ
Radiatiolt Sortde*

+
(Rawirr Sonde)

Cloud Video Sonde*
(improved HYVIS)

ILidarJ
MRI Cloud litjaf

CRL CO z l idar

IRadiometerl
Sunphotometer

Multichanrrel
sky-scanning
photonretef

Mrtllicltarrr rel -CloutJ
-Pyranomelef

Spectroradiometer

FT-lR spectrorneler

lR Radiation-
thermorneler

Pyranolnelers

Pyrgeometer

Microwave
-radiomeler

[Other Remote Sensorl
\Mnd-profiler

Radar

CCD TV carrpra

ISatellitel
NOAA

GMS

WAVer-eNGTn

0.3-3 /r tr t
4-50 /t rrr

532 run (YAG)

10.6 /t  rrr

368,421,502
676, 864, 938
938, 1050 rrm

367, 500, 676
943,1021,1650,
222,O nm

420,500,675,760
862,938,1080
1225,165O rrm

O.4-2.O u m

800-1200 crn I

9.5-11.5 /u m

0.3-3 lt m
o.7-3 tt  m

4-50 lr m

22GHz,37GHz

404 MHz

X-band

AVHRR, HIRS

Vis, lR

MenSuneD oUnNTiTV

tup/dowrt solar fhrxes
uJl/dowrt lolrgwave fluxes
P,T,H

images of ice crystals

Itacksr;atterirrg mlio
depolarizaliorr

backscalterir rg coef ficierrts

qleclral atterrualiorr of the
direct solar racliation

sky ratliar rce/polarizaliorr

s;rcr;hal solar flrrx

spectral solar radiance

spectral zenith lR radiance

brigtttness temperature

broad-bantl solar flux
broad-barrcl solar flux

longwave flux

brighlrress ternperalure

wind speed ard direction

profile of Z

whole sky hrnge

visitrle rellectance
brighkress temperalure

cloutl image

EXTRACTED PHYSI CAL PARAM ETERS

Verlical profile of lhe uJrwarrl/dowrrwartl
fluxes of tlre solar arxl terreslrial radialorr

Vertical profile of temperature and trumidity

Cloud n{crophysical parameters
(cloutl particle size, shape, phase,
number densily, and ice water content)

Clorrtl base/lop treiglrts, optical thickrress,
cloud particle phase, and vertical stnrcture

Cloud lR rellectivity

Spectral cloud optical lhickness,
Columrr waler vapor amount

Effer:tive particle size,
scattering phase function

Sper;lral solar llux al tlre surface

Spectral lransrnissivity and optical thickness

Spectral elfective emissivily,
lR optical thickness

Cloud effective temperalure,
eflective emissivity

Broad-tland total solar flux
Broad-band near-lR solar flux

Broad-band atmospheric radiative flux

Golumn water vapor annunl, and
column liquid waler conlent

Vertical prolile of wind field

Cloud struclure

Monitoring of cloud distribution

Cloud rlistribution, cloud type,
optical thickness, emissi'tity

Clourl distribution and movement

* Dewloped by the MRI
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Wavelength 532 nm (SHG Nd: YAG)
Pulse energy 300 mJ
Pulse repetition 10 Hz
Beam divergence 1.1 mrad
Telescope diameter 250 mm Q
Telescope type Schrnidt cassegrain
Field of vierv 3.0 mrad
Polarization P and S
Gate width 6 m minimum, 96 m nominal
Signal processing Photon counting

MRI CLOUD LIDAR
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Instrumentation of ACROS for JACCS
,_ Qga4lity measured Instrument Characteristics Airqaft
(Radiation) 8200 g2,04

Nadir infrared radiance (radiation temp) fVlinarad RST-10
Bames lT4

Upward/downward spectral fl ux

Upward/downward solar fl ux
Upward/downward near-l R fl ux
Upward/downward infrared flux
Nadir speclral radiance

Cloud liquid water content
Effective particle radius, LWC

Pyranometer EKO MS€01
Pyranometer EKO tuls-801
Pyrgeometer Eppley PIR
FTIR Bomem M8155

PMS FSSP.I OO
PMS OAP-2D2.C
PMS KLWC-s
Gerber P\A/-100A

Rosemount 102 thermometer
EG&G 137-C3 hygrometer
AIR Lyman-c, hygrometer
Rosemount 858AJ gust probe
Rosemount 1 221 pressure transducer
INS DELCO Carousel-lV

0.28pm< i.<2.9pm (WG305)
0.72pm< X<2.9pm (RG71 5)
4pm< i.<50pm
0.71.um< l"<20.um Av>1cm -'
9.Spm< ),,<11.Spm
9.Sum< l ,<1 1.Sum

2,umcD<47pm
25pm<D<800pm
0-59/m'

-50c<T<150C o o
€sC<Td <25C o o
)r=122nm, -B0C<Td<50C O

;A,v

..7\'\,/

.Av/

Multichannel Cloud Pyranometer (MCP) )t=421, 500, 675, 760, 862, 938, O
1080, 1225,1650nm

^.r 
r;\v/ \\'/

A,a
vv

,'A ,A
'v/ \Y//

,A:/
,A
v

...|!?.Eir-miarrEy.-e..r.?Cia!.eg.-----------..-------Rad-LsmeL4s..._vlvRll
(Cloud and aerosol microphysics)
Cloud particle size spectrum Airbome Video-Microscope System (AVlOful) 5pmcD<500pm ,O

,A'v

,A
v

.^\
v

I
Cr9
6
o 2prmcD<7Opm, 0-109/m ' O

(Thermodynamics)
Total air temperature
Humidity (dew point temperature)

(water vapor absorption)
3D wind field

Video Camera-VCR system
Vertica l/d i rectional gyro-system
INS DELCO Carousel-lV
GPS Trimble TNL-1000
SEA DAS M2OO
Prede DAS PDX-60CH

(Others)
Cloud morphology
Pitch/rollNaw angles

Position latitude/longitude
Data acquisition

forward/downward looking @/ o/o
rA
v

rF,r
\r/

,A\ A\r\y' ,v

A
v/

,A

8200: Beechcraft 8200 Super King Air (Nakanihon Air Service Co., Nagoya, Japan)
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Schedule of the JACCS Field Experiments

1 996 1 997 1998 1 999 2000

Ground-based

Observation
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Aircraft Observation
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